NTSPP - 532

1
2
3
Across
1 Nancy's good
time
topping
9
for a lady! (6)
5 Drive off to score
on holiday? (4,4)
11
9 Trouble with
grand appearance
through gallery's
13
14
rear door (8)
10 Scrap Lotus's
leather interiors
16
17
(6)
11 Heavyweight
gold back seat
21
cover (7)
12 Well drilled
commodity
25
suppliers (3,4)
13 Island retreat for
some Charles I
27
well-wishers ...
(5)
15 ... town's hotel is
about a mile (8)
28 Record
16/19 Film in most
advertising tune
of UK playboy's
with soprano for
estate (8,5)
opening in June
21 In essence, get
(6)
wind during a
motorbike race
Down
(2,5)
2 Doing well if
22 Belt around
eligible to vote?
motorway with
(2,1,4)
journalist, very
3 Fabric's silky
drunk (7)
finish look in
25 Plant
neutral
commissariat not
surroundings (5)
racist but corrupt
4 Faulty Saab GT
(6)
bearing leaves in
26 Obvious to swing
containers (3,4)
round where you
5 Glance up and
can't stop (8)
down (4)
27 Went back and
booked, having
five seconds to
change places (8)

by Foxglove

4

5

6
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8

10
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15

18

19

22

20

23

24
26

28

6 How introducing
unscreened
membership
starts to support
drunken element
(7)
7 State aid
liberalisation has
its origins in EU
country (9)
8 Picked up a
queue of
members at a
brisk speed (7)
14 Mega-wheels
with two discs
engineered to be
beneficial (9)
15 Corner large bike
(3)
17 Sexy message to
get going? (3-4)

18 Gains made by
using popular
routes (7)
19 Large and small
protective
fittings (7)
20 Look closely at
production of
British and
European
Leyland, having
dropped new
German reg (7)
23 Heard warning
misdemeanour
involves retired
member of the
royal family (5)
24 Car battery
component that's
needed for a trip
(4)

